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ABSTRACT
THE INTERCONNECTION OF THE VESTIBULAR AND OCULOMOTOR
SYSTEMS ANALYZED IN HEALTHY YOUNG ADULTS BY EXAMINING
POSTURAL SWAY
by
Cassandra Martin
In order to study the human brain in a non-invasive way, the vestibular and oculomotor
systems have been analyzed simultaneously. To achieve this, an eye movement and balance
assessment was conducted for 29 (23 male; 21.6 ± 3.8 years) healthy participants with no
history of concussions, brain injuries, vertigo, migraines, brain surgeries, eye surgeries, or
amblyopia. The tasks consisted of eyes open, eyes closed, horizontal saccades, vertical
saccades, vergence jumps, horizontal vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR), and vertical VOR.
Each task was completed in two stances: feet shoulder width apart and feet together.
Distance, velocity, sway area, center of pressure (COP) frequency, and number of eye
movements were of interest. The findings indicate that only VOR movements are strongly
correlated with COP frequency (p < 0.035). The lowest peak COP frequency recorded, 0.5
Hz, was present across all tasks. These healthy participants exhibited a high endurance,
which is the ability to perform at a consistent activity for some amount of time, in regard
to the first half and second half of one task are statistically insignificant (p > 0.112). A wide
stance has been found to positively effect postural stability compared to a narrow stance.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The foundations by which the human brain processes signals, is not fully understood.
Studying external mechanisms, such as the oculomotor and vestibular systems, provide
such insight without invasive procedures. Here, postural stability and eye movements of
healthy human participants were analyzed to determine the relationship between the
vestibular and oculomotor systems, respectively.

1.1 Objectives
The objectives of this study are: (1) study the relationship between the oculomotor system
and the vestibular system; (2) distinguish differences and similarities between Trial 1 and
Trial 2; (3) study endurance by comparing the first 30s and second 30s of one task; (4)
compare stance positions of feet shoulder width apart and feet together.

1.2 Hypotheses
It can be hypothesized that a longitudinal analysis between Trial 1 and Trial 2 will yield an
increase in number of movements as well as center of pressure frequency, while also a
decrease in mean distance, velocity, and sway area. Furthermore, the first 30s and second
30s of each task will not vary, showing the healthy population did not experience fatigue.
In regard to stance position, a reduction in sway area and center of pressure frequency will
be observed in a wider stance when compared to a narrower one.
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Each hypothesis has been structured in said way because of the healthy participant
population. It is believed healthy participants will present a high endurance in both stance
stability and number of eye and head movements. Familiarity of the protocol may also
influence the data from the second trial.

1.3 The Oculomotor System
Motion of the eyes is controlled by the oculomotor nerve; the third cranial nerve which
originates from the midbrain of the brainstem (Leanage, 2019). There are six muscles
which control movement of the eye and one muscle for the eyelid. A single eye has the
ability to move horizontally, vertically, and torsionally (Eggert, 2007). The medial and
lateral rectus are pairs which adduct and abduct the eye. The superior and inferior rectus
elevate and depress the eye. The superior and inferior oblique provide torsional rotation
and therefore the ability to look down and out or up and out, respectively. The final muscle
is the levator palpebrae superioris, which provides motion to the eyelid.
As light enters the pupil, it passes through the body of the eye and lands on the
retina. Within the retina are light sensitive cells called photoreceptors. There are two types:
rods, which are activated in low light, and cones, which provide vision during daylight (Fu
& Yau, 2007). There is an abundance of cone-shaped photoreceptors at the fovea, a small
depressed region at the center of the retina (Kolb, 1995). As the muscles move the eye, the
fovea becomes aligned with an object along the visual field. This object becomes in focus,
while the surrounding regions are out of focus (Madrid & Hout, 2018). Thus, eye
movements are necessary to view a clear environment.
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Figure 1.1 Lateral view of the extraocular muscles.
Source: (Leanage, 2019)

Figure 1.2 Somatic efferent cranial nerves: oculomotor (III), trochlear (IV), abducent
(VI), and hypoglossal (XII) which enables tongue movement.
Source: (Strominger et al., 2012)
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Figure 1.3 The human eye anatomy.
Source: (How The Eye Works, 2020)

1.4 The Vestibular System
The vestibular organs are housed within the inner ear and are responsible for detecting head
rotations and movements via the semicircular canals or the otoliths, respectively (Day &
Fitzpatrick, 2005). The vestibular labyrinth contains three semicircular canals, which are
oriented perpendicular to each other. The canals are filled with a fluid that flows into the
ampulla, a larger area at the base of the canal (Gray, 2020). Fine hairs are located within
the ampulla and are activated when the fluid displaces, thus bending the hairs. Gravitational
forces are detected by hair cells within the utricle and saccule, which are activated either
by horizontal or vertical movements, respectively (Rabbitt et al., 2004). Crystal structures
are suspended above these hair cells in a fluid that shift in response to movement. Benign
paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV) is associated with the dislodgement of these
crystals, causing the hair cells to send false signals to the brain.
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Figure 1.4 The vestibular organs.
Source: (Day & Fitzpatrick, 2005)

Figure 1.5 The labyrinth. (a) Right labyrinth, from the front. (b) Cross section through a
half turn of the cochlea.
Source: (Strominger et al., 2012)
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1.5 Types of Eye Movements
The human eye is capable of executing four basic types of movement: vergence, saccades,
vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR), and smooth pursuit (Purves & Williams, 2001).

Vergence

Saccades

VOR

Figure 1.6 Three types of eye movements discussed in this paper.
1.5.1

The Vergence System

The purpose of vergence eye movements is to provide animals with binocular single vision
the ability to fixate on targets within a depth of field (Mays, 1984). This type of eye
movement involves fixating the eyes on a far object and transitioning them to a near object
(Robinson, 1968). During this process, the eyes turn inwards or outwards equally, in
opposite directions, in order for the image to focus on the fovea (Downey & Leigh, 1998).
These movements can be further represented as divergence or convergence, respectively.
Divergence is identified when the eyes rotate outwards, while convergence is represented
as an inwards rotation. Due to the opposite rotations of the eyes, fast movement cannot be
achieved, and thus, are the slowest type of eye movements (Robinson, 1968).
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1.5.2

The Saccadic System

Saccades are rapid, conjugate eye movements used to isolate objects in different locations.
The speed of the movement reduces time spent performing the saccades, which in turn
allows the eyes to focus on numerous locations (Liversedge et al., 2012). As the eyes
change fixation from one target to the next, a period of rest, referred to as a fixation, occurs
which can last from 100 milliseconds to several seconds (Rayner, 1998). Saccades are even
present while fixating on an object. These miniature movements, often unnoticeable, are
referred to as ‘microsaccades’ and are necessary to prevent the image from fading
(Martinez-Conde et al., 2004).

1.5.3

The VOR System

VOR movements are achieved by fixing the eyes on an object and turning the head back
and forth. While in motion, it can be observed that not only the targeted object is clear, but
objects within the peripheral vision can also be distinguished. This, therefore, explains that
the purpose of this system is to stabilize the visual field while the head is in motion
(Khojasteh & Galiana, 2007). In order for stability to be achieved, three elements that make
up this system need to work concurrently: the vestibular organs, a central processing
mechanism, and the ocular muscles (Szentagothai, 1950). The process begins within the
inner ear where angular velocity and linear acceleration are perceived by the semicircular
canals and the otoliths, respectively. This information is sent to the vestibular nucleus
complex and the cerebellum, where the output is sent to and read by the ocular muscles
(Fetter, 2007).
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Figure 1.7 Vestibulocerebellar input/output pathways in the cerebellum and brainstem.
Input to the vestibular nucleus complex and cerebellum (black). Output from the fastigial
nuclei to the ascending fastigial efferent fibers (red).
Source: (Strominger et al., 2012)

1.6 Endurance
Endurance testing often relates to physical exercise and the ability to execute consistently
for an extended period of time. It can be used to evaluate cardiovascular health (Lear et al.,
1999) or muscular capabilities (Strand et al., 2014). Few studies have applied endurance
testing to the oculomotor system, which are in the forms of saccadic, reading, and vergence
testing (Greenspan, 2018; Ramulu et al., 2013; Yaramothu et al., 2019). The duration of
these tests ranged from 18 minutes to 30 minutes. Each study demonstrated that healthy
individuals did not express significant fatigue. Studying the endurance of the oculomotor
system provides a different outlook on fatigue when compared to the generally accepted
physical exertion form of endurance testing.
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1.7 Stance Position
The purpose of increasing stance width is to provide stability. For example, healthy
individuals may be unaffected by narrow or wide stances, but individuals with balance
impairment may opt for a wider stance (Day et al., 1993). The idea is that by distributing
one’s body weight over a larger area, essentially creating a more stable base, reduces the
chance of losing balance and therefore falling. When comparing narrow and wide stance
widths, only postural control in the medial and lateral directions are effected (Scrivens et
al., 2008). This is due to the muscular structure differences within the sagittal and frontal
planes (Day et al., 1993). At a narrow stance, the COP sway area and the lower body torque
increases, whereas a wide stance produces the opposite effects (Goodworth et al., 2014;
Jacobs et al., 2015).
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CHAPTER 2
METHODS

2.1 Participant Demographics
29 healthy participants with no history of concussions, brain injuries, vertigo, migraines,
brain surgeries, eye surgeries, or amblyopia, were selected. The participants were recruited
from the New Jersey Institute of Technology in Newark, NJ. All participants signed a
written consent form approved by the New Jersey Institute of Technology Institutional
Review Board, upon receiving oral explanations of the procedure. The mean age was 21.6
years, 79% were males, and 21 participants indicated the usage of corrective lenses.

2.2 Data Collection
Each participant performed seven tasks with both feet shoulder width apart and feet
together, resulting in fourteen tasks. Shoes were not permitted during data collection, as
they affect cutaneous proprioception (Hausselle et al., 2021). Those who indicated the
usage of corrective lenses were instructed to wear them during the experiment. The
participants were instructed to keep their arms at their sides, stand with good posture, and
refrain from voluntary movement of the body unless instructed. Data was collected for 60
seconds for each task in the following order: (1) eyes open, (2) eyes closed, (3) horizontal
saccades, (4) vertical saccades, (5) vergence jumps, (6) horizontal VOR, and (7) vertical
VOR. The order of the starting stance positions were randomized for the population. Each
participant returned for a second trial after at least two days. The second trial consisted of
the same procedures in the identical, original order including stance positions.
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2.2.1

Equipment and Software

Bertec Digital Acquire version 4.12 was used to collect data from Bertec force plates
(Figure 2.2). The force plates were leveled on the floor. The OculoMotor Assessment Tool
(OMAT) was used for the following procedures: horizontal saccades, vertical saccades,
vergence jumps, horizontal VOR, and vertical VOR (Figure 2.1) (OculoMotor Assessment
Tool (OMAT), 2022). The protocols which use the OMAT instrument have been obtained
from the standardized testing procedure and modified to adjust to the needs of this study
(Yaramothu et al., 2021). The OMAT Companion App was used to manually count the
number of eye and/or head movements associated with each task (Yaramothu et al., 2021).
It displayed the number of movements in three categories, 1st 30s, 2nd 30s, and total 60s.

Figure 2.1 OMAT instrument.
Source: (OculoMotor Assessment Tool (OMAT), 2022)
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Figure 2.2 Force plate coordinate system and orientation where the participants’ toes are
oriented in the positive y-direction. Y-direction represents anterior/posterior (AP). Xdirection represents medial/lateral (ML). Sampling rate was 1,000 Hz. Each force plate was
pre-calibrated from the manufacturer; therefore the calibration matrix is stored digitally
inside.
Source: (Bertec Force Plates, 2011)

2.2.2

Control

Two control tasks were conducted: eyes open and eyes closed. Eyes open incorporates both
the vestibular and oculomotor systems, while eyes closed focuses on the vestibular system.
In both tasks, the participant’s orientation was as follows: barefoot, arms at their sides, and
standing with good posture so that the head was level with the ground. In the case of eyes
open, the participant was instructed to focus their gaze on an eye level target, selected as
an uppercase “E”, across the room 10 feet away.

2.2.3

Horizontal Saccades

The OMAT was oriented as predicted in Figure 2.1 with the narrow end resting on the
bridge of the participant’s nose so that the green marker was to their left. For the duration
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of this exercise, the participant was instructed to move their eyes between the green and
red markers, as fast as they could, without overshooting or undershooting, beginning on
the green marker. Head motion was not permitted. The orientation of the participant
remained the same.

2.2.4

Vertical Saccades

This exercise was conducted similarly to the horizontal saccades. The OMAT was oriented
so that the green marker was positioned above their eyes. For the duration of this exercise,
the participant was instructed to move their eyes between the green and red markers, as
fast as they could, without overshooting or undershooting, beginning on the green marker.
Head motion was not permitted. The orientation of the participant remained the same.

2.2.5

Vergence Jumps

The red and green attachments were removed from the OMAT as this test utilizes the
sliders. The instrument was again positioned on the bridge of the nose. Two sliders were
positioned on the bar, located 24 cm (far vergence demand of 13.7°) and 8.9 cm (near
vergence demand of 33.7°) from the bridge of the nose (Yaramothu et al., 2021). The
participant was instructed to begin on the slider furthest away from them and rapidly
change their fixation between both sliders and only moving until a single vision was
achieved. Head motion was not permitted. The orientation of the participant remained the
same.
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2.2.6

Horizontal VOR

A small target, selected as the large slider, was placed eye level at an arms distance from
the participant, with the letters facing the participant, therefore eliminating the usage of the
OMAT body. To conduct this exercise, the participant’s eyes remained fixed on the target
while their head moved in a horizontal direction, as if they were shaking their head ‘no’,
as fast as they could. A full extension of rotation was desired. The orientation of the
participant remained the same.

2.2.7

Vertical VOR

This exercise was conducted similarly to the horizontal VOR. The only difference is that
the participant moved their head in the vertical direction, as if they were nodding their head
‘yes’. The orientation of the participant remained the same.

2.3 Data Processing
MATLAB R2020a was used to process the raw COP force plate data. A 6th order lowpass
Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 3 Hz was applied. In the following equations,
N, the number of data points, is 60,000; and T, the time for data collection, is 60 seconds.
The COPx and COPy components was used to calculate the resultant distance, mean
distance, mean velocity, and sway area. COPx relates to medial/lateral (ML) directions,
while COPy relates to anterior/posterior (AP) directions. The COP frequency data utilized
the force components in both the X and Y directions (Fx and Fy). Equations 2.1 through
2.4 were obtained from Prieto et al.
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The resultant distance (RD) was calculated by finding the difference between the
AP or ML coordinates from each of the plates. The Pythagorean theorem was then used to
relate each ordered pair to the COP. The order by which the subtraction occurs does not
affect the RD value, as it will always be positive.

RD = √AP 2 + ML2

(2.1)

The mean distance (MD) represents the average distance of the ordered pairs to the
COP. It was calculated by the sum of the RD divided by the number of data points.
N

1
MD = ∑ RD
N

(2.2)

i=1

The mean velocity (MV) represents the average velocity of the COP. It was
calculated by the summation of the distances between consecutive ordered pairs.

MV =

2
2
∑N−1
i=1 √(AP(i + 1) − AP(i)) + (ML(i + 1) − ML(i))
T

(2.3)

The sway area (SA) is the area of the COP path. It is calculated by, “summing the
area of the triangles formed by two consecutive points on the COP path and the mean COP”
(Prieto et al., 1996).
N−1

1
SA =
∑|AP(i + 1) ∗ ML(i) − AP(i) ∗ ML(i + 1)|
2T

(2.4)

i=1

The power spectrum of the COP frequency was determined by performing
equations 2.5 through 2.9 in MATLAB in the present order. These equations are expressed
in MATLAB syntax. Furthermore, A, B, and C expressed in the following equations, are
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arbitrary variables represented to provide ease of readability between equations. A fast
Fourier transform (FFT) was first performed to the difference of either Fx or Fy from each
of the plates. It shall be noted that Fx in equation 2.5 can be represented as Fy.

A = fft(Fx1 − Fx2 )

(2.5)

B = abs(A/N)

(2.6)

C = B(1: N/2 + 1)

(2.7)

C(2: end − 1) = 2 ∗ C(2: end − 1)

(2.8)

COP frequency = 1000 ∗ (0: (N/2))/N

(2.9)

Subsequent to equation 2.9, the peak COP frequency associated with the largest
power spectrum intensity was isolated by omitting the DC component and surrounding
frequencies of ± 0.15 Hz.

2.4 Statistics
IBM SPSS Statistics 28.0.0.0 was used to perform several statistical analyses. A repeatedmeasures ANOVA (α = 0.05) with Bonferroni correction was first performed. The
repeated-measures design was selected because it was applied to models which used the
entire participant population. If p<0.05, a secondary analysis, post-hoc t-test, was run.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS

The participant population consisted of 29 individuals, and of that, 23 were male (79%)
and 6 were female (21%). The age of the participants ranged from 18 years to 35 years
(21.6 ± 3.8 years). Microsoft Excel (Version 2203 Build 16.0.15028.20178) was used to
create several figures and tables.

3.1 Raw Data
The COP frequency spectrums, shown in Figure 3.1 (a) and (c), represent the intensity of
the COP sway during horizontal VOR movements in a wide stance. The frequency
associated with the largest power spectrum intensity was collected, 1.133 Hz and 0.3167
Hz, for (a) and (c), respectively. If the frequency is multiplied by 60 s, the results become
similar to the number of total head movements: (a) 73 movements, 68 Hz*s; (c) 22
movements, 19 Hz*s. Figure 3.1 (b) and (d) represent the COP path and are expressions of
the same data collection as in (a) and (c). The position of the COP path is related to weight
distribution on the toes or heels, as wells as the left or right foot. A positive value along the
anterior/posterior direction, indicates a COP shift towards the toes, while along the
medial/lateral direction represents a shift towards the right foot. A clearer representation
of this is expressed in Figure 3.2.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.1 Raw COP data of trial 1, feet shoulder width apart, horizontal VOR. (a)
participant 26 COP frequency spectrum; (b) participant 26 trajectory of COP; (c)
participant 7 COP frequency spectrum; (d) participant 7 trajectory of COP.
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Table 3.1 Average Number of Eye and Head Movements
Trial 1:
Feet Apart

Trial 2:
Feet Apart

Trial 1:
Feet Together

Trial 2:
Feet Together

68.62 ± 17.79

74.69 ± 19.39

67.86 ± 14.99

73.17 ± 19.65

2nd 30s

65.24 ± 14.76

66.97 ± 21.62

65.45 ± 14.56

66.76 ± 17.12

Total 60s

133.86 ± 32.00

141.66 ± 38.89

133.31 ± 28.86

139.93 ± 36.39

1st 30s

69.66 ± 15.59

73.24 ± 17.55

69.59 ± 15.15

72.55 ± 18.42

2nd 30s

67.24 ± 15.53

69.93 ± 15.89

65.59 ± 13.55

68.00 ± 14.49

Total 60s

136.90 ± 30.91

143.17 ± 33.00

135.17 ± 28.11

140.55 ± 32.09

1st 30s

47.24 ± 9.45

55.59 ± 13.39

47.52 ± 12.99

52.76 ± 13.00

2nd 30s

44.28 ± 9.36

52.07 ± 12.19

44.28 ± 10.18

49.45 ± 11.55

Total 60s

91.52 ± 18.27

107.66 ± 25.33

91.79 ± 22.68

102.21 ± 23.96

40.90 ± 15.69

47.79 ± 22.57

41.72 ± 18.94

48.14 ± 23.53

2nd 30s

43.72 ± 16.25

49.17 ± 23.40

44.14 ± 19.13

49.38 ± 24.10

Total 60s

84.62 ± 31.71

96.97 ± 45.85

85.86 ± 37.91

97.52 ± 47.55

1st 30s

43.31 ± 19.86

49.72 ± 25.44

45.52 ± 20.75

48.62 ± 24.01

2nd 30s

45.10 ± 20.43

50.41 ± 24.54

46.34 ± 19.72

50.28 ± 23.36

Total 60s

88.41 ± 40.05

100.14 ± 49.86

91.86 ± 40.36

98.90 ± 47.31

Horizontal
1st 30s
Saccades

Vertical
Saccades

Vergence
Jumps

Horizontal
1st 30s
VOR

Vertical
VOR
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Figure 3.2 COP trajectory of Participant 26 for trial 1 with feet shoulder width apart.

Each of the plots in Figure 3.2 have the same limits for the axes so the COP distribution
can be compared across all tasks. Large COP areas represent less postural control and in
increase in sway area. Horizontal VOR and vertical VOR movements illustrate a COP
concentration on the heels, while it is directed towards the toes for the other tasks. There
is a slight shift towards the toes for horizontal saccades, vertical saccades, and vergence
jumps, compared to the control groups. It is believed that the usage of the OMAT caused
this participant to lean forwards unintentionally, in an attempt to better secure the OMAT
to the bridge of the nose. In order to gather a pure form of these COP distributions, future
studies should limit physical contact with the participants, so they are freely standing and
uninfluenced to distribute their COP away from the natural locations. It shall be noted that
the orientations of these COP paths are randomly distributed across the entire population
and do not appear to favor directions for specific tasks as presented in Figure 3.2.
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3.2 Oculomotor and Vestibular Systems
All figures and tables hereafter represent total participant population.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.3 Correlation of COP frequency and number of movements for Trial 1. The
frequency values were multiplied by 60 as the duration of each task was 60 seconds. The
y-axis represents eye or head movements, and the x-axis represents COP movements. T
represents feet together, whereas A represents feet apart. (a) medial/lateral frequencies for
saccadic and vergence eye movements; (b) medial/lateral frequencies for VOR head
movements; (c) anterior/posterior frequencies for saccadic and vergence eye movements;
(d) anterior/posterior frequencies for VOR head movements.
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Presented in Figure 3.3 is the correlation between COP frequency and number of eye or
head movements in the medial/lateral and the anterior/posterior directions. The control
tasks, eyes open and eyes closed, are not displayed as voluntary eye or head movements
were not performed. Horizontal saccades, vertical saccades, and vergence jumps (Figure
3.3 (a) and (c)), do not display a correlation (p > 0.177). A correlation between COP
frequency and number of head movements, however, is present for horizontal VOR and
vertical VOR (p < 0.035). Despite these distinct differences, Figure 3.3 (a), (b), (c), and (d)
commonly display a minimum frequency of about 0.5 Hz (30 Hz*s).

Table 3.2 Statistical Analysis Corresponding to Figure 3.3
Task

Stance Position

Horizontal Saccades
(HS)

Feet Apart

R=0.135, p=0.484

R=0.112, p=0.565

Feet Together

R=-0.51, p=0.792

R=-0.177, p=0.357

Feet Apart

R=-0.338, p=0.073

R=-0.211, p=0.273

Feet Together

R=0.157, p=0.417

R=-0.205, p=0.287

Feet Apart

R=0.028, p=0.886

R=-0.038, p=0.843

Feet Together

R=0.258, p=0.177

R=0.029, p=0.879

Feet Apart

R=0.74, p<0.001

R=0.53, p=0.003

Feet Together

R=0.393, p=0.035

R=0.897, p<0.001

Feet Apart

R=0.446, p=0.015

R=0.792, p<0.001

Feet Together

R=0.476, p=0.009

R=0.463, p=0.011

Vertical Saccades
(VS)

Vergence Jumps
(VJ)

Horizontal VOR
(HVOR)

Vertical VOR
(VVOR)

Medial/Lateral
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Anterior/Posterior

3.3 Comparison of Trial 1 and Trial 2 as well as Stance Positions
Table 3.3 COP Averages of Eyes Open

Table 3.4 COP Averages of Eyes Closed

Table 3.5 COP Averages of Horizontal Saccades
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Table 3.6 COP Averages of Vertical Saccades

Table 3.7 COP Averages of Vergence Jumps

Table 3.8 COP Averages of Horizontal VOR
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Table 3.9 COP Averages of Vertical VOR

Figure 3.4 Mean distance traveled.

The average total distance traveled by the COP is represented in Figure 3.4. Consistency
is present throughout each of the tasks and trials if the stance position remained constant (t
= 1). Differences arise between feet apart and feet together (t < 0.001), where feet together
produced a greater distance traveled. Statistics corresponding to Figure 3.4 are presented
in Tables 3.10 and 3.11.
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Table 3.10 Repeated-measures ANOVA Corresponding to Figure 3.4

Table 3.11 Post-Hoc T-Test Corresponding to Figure 3.4
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Figure 3.5 Mean velocity.

The average COP velocity is represented in Figure 3.5. Stance was the factor that varied
the results within eyes open, eyes closed, horizontal saccades, vertical saccades, and
vergence jumps. However, the velocity did not vary between stance positions nor trials for
horizontal VOR (p = 0.078) and vertical VOR (p = 0.453). Statistics corresponding to
Figure 3.5 are presented in Tables 3.12 and 3.13.
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Table 3.12 Repeated-Measures ANOVA Corresponding to Figure 3.5

Table 3.13 Post-Hoc T-Test Corresponding to Figure 3.5
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Figure 3.6 Sway area.

The average sway area created by the COP is represented in Figure 3.6. Similar to the
average distance traveled (Figure 3.4), statistical differences between trials within each
task are not present (t > 0.114). Differences occur between feet apart and feet together (t <
0.001). Statistics corresponding to Figure 3.5 are presented in Tables 3.14 and 3.15.
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Table 3.14 Repeated-Measures ANOVA Corresponding to Figure 3.6

Table 3.15 Post-Hoc T-Test Corresponding to Figure 3.6
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Figure 3.7 Number of movements corresponding to COP frequency for feet apart. The
frequency values were multiplied by 60 as the duration of each task was 60 seconds. The
right axis represents the average value of total number of eye or head movements, while
the left axis represents the average COP movements.

When feet are positioned to be shoulder width apart, the COP frequency is generally
unaffected when comparing the anterior/posterior direction to the medial/lateral direction,
as represented in Figure 3.7. Variation is represented in horizontal saccades, horizontal
VOR, and vertical VOR. Furthermore, the total number of movements are greatest during
horizontal saccades and vertical saccades, but decrease greatly for vergence jumps,
horizontal VOR, and vertical VOR.
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Figure 3.8 Number of movements corresponding to COP frequency for feet together. The
frequency values were multiplied by 60 as the duration of each task was 60 seconds. The
right axis represents the average value of total number of eye or head movements, while
the left axis represents the average COP movements.

Similar to Figure 3.7, the COP frequency is often unaffected while the feet are positioned
together, as shown in Figure 3.8. The medial/lateral and anterior/posterior frequencies are
rather consistent between eyes open, eyes closed, horizontal saccades, vertical saccades,
and vergence jumps. A slight increase in total COP frequency is seen during horizontal
VOR and vertical VOR movements. The total number of eye or head movements follows
the same trend as represented during feet apart.
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Figure 3.9 Pearson correlation of the mean distance traveled by the COP for Trial 1.

Figure 3.10 Pearson correlation of the COP sway area for Trial 1.

The Pearson correlation heat charts in Figures 3.9 and 3.10, represent the mean distance
and sway area associated with the COP for Trial 1, respectively. Feet apart and feet together
are uncorrelated, as represented by the red regions, but it is more pronounced for the mean
distance (Figure 3.9). Likewise, similar stance positions are correlated amongst the seven
tasks performed.
In Figure 3.9, the feet apart stance is more correlated with itself than the feet
together stance is. This indicates the mean distance has more variability during a wide
stance. Furthermore, eyes open feet apart is the only task which does not present as strong
of a correlation (p > 0.788), whereas the other tasks are closely related to each other (p >
0.895). The correlations between the tasks while the feet were positioned together is evenly
distributed.
Similar findings are present for the sway area, however, the strong correlation
between the feet apart tasks is not present, as shown in Figure 3.10. In this case, the feet
together stance is more directly correlated with itself, opposite of what is presented for the
mean distance. When comparing like stance positions, horizontal VOR and vertical VOR
are not correlated to the remainder of the tasks but are similar amongst themselves. It can
also be seen that a strong correlation is present between horizontal VOR during feet apart
and both VOR tasks during feet together (p > 0.704).
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3.4 Comparison of 1st 30s and 2nd 30s
The COP frequencies for both horizontal VOR (Figure 3.11) and vertical VOR (Figure
3.12) are statistically similar (p > 0.130), except for the feet apart, Trial 2, horizontal VOR
(p = 0.014). Stance nor Trial influenced the intensity of the frequency.

Figure 3.11 Horizontal VOR COP frequency comparison between time periods.

Table 3.16 Repeated-Measures ANOVA Corresponding to Figure 3.11
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Table 3.17 Post-Hoc T-Test Corresponding to Figure 3.11

Figure 3.12 Vertical VOR COP frequency comparison between time periods.

Table 3.18 Repeated-Measures ANOVA Corresponding to Figure 3.112
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE OUTLOOK

4.1 Discussion
The aim of the study, first and foremost, was to determine how the oculomotor and
vestibular systems relate to each other. Secondary objectives were to compare trials, time
periods within one trial, and stance positions. This was achieved by collecting COP data
from the force plates in conjunction with the number of eye or head movements in healthy
young adults.
The results indicate saccades and vergence eye movements improve postural
stability when compared to the control tests, eyes open and eyes closed, as shown in Figures
3.5 and 3.6. These findings are concurrent with previous studies (Ajrezo et al., 2013;
Kapoula & Bucci, 2007; Matheron et al., 2016; Rougier & Garin, 2007; Stoffregen et al.,
2006; Uchida et al., 1979).
An increase in distance traveled, sway area, velocity, and COP frequency were
observed during a narrow stance when compared to a wide stance (Figures 3.4, 3.5, 3.6,
3.11, and 3.12). Several studies have also found a narrow stance negatively effects postural
stability (Aguiar et al., 2015; Roh et al., 2021). Aguiar et al., has also noted that as age
increases, postural stability is unaffected by stance position for older adults. A study that
focused on children determined as age increased, stability increased (Riach & Hayes,
1987). To create a versatile protocol for future works, it can be suggested to focus solely
on a wider stance as it would accept meaningful results from all age groups. By selecting
the stance with more stability, the relationship of how balance disorders effect COP could
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also be studied as this may reduce the risk of falling. The purpose of selecting one stance
for future studies is to increase the likelihood of non-healthy participants finishing the
experiment.
A statistically significant correlation between the oculomotor and vestibular system
has only been expressed during VOR movements (p < 0.035) (Figure 3.3, Table 3.2).
Horizontal saccades (p > 0.357), vertical saccades (p > 0.073), and vergence jumps (p >
0.177), are not statistically similar to the COP frequency. These differences most likely
have occurred since VOR movements require oscillations of the head whereas the other
tasks require the head to be stationary. It is to be noted that this correlation was only
revealed after the COP frequencies were multiplied by 60 seconds, which has been selected
as it relates to the time for data collection. This manipulation of the COP frequency units
was intentional, as it allows for easier interpretation of the data. Additionally, the lowest
peak COP frequency recorded, 0.5 Hz (30 Hz*s), is present across all tasks (Figure 3.3).
Previous studies have determined humans experience a natural frequency at 1hz or less
(Duarte & Zatsiorsky, 2000; Funato et al., 2016; Loram et al., 2005; Maurer & Peterka,
2005). This correlation observed between the oculomotor and vestibular systems for VOR
movements indicate a stabilization in the visual field. If they were out of phase, the visual
field would appear to oscillate, making it difficult for the ocular system to focus on finer
details due to the hindrance of unnecessary noise.
The average number of eye or head movements did not substantially vary over the
course of the entire study. They remained similar for the first 30 seconds and the second
30 seconds, stance position, and between the trials (Table 3.1). Excluding the total number
of movements, the values ranged from 40 to about 70, with the greatest values occurring
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during saccades. These values correlate with a previous study which collected about 65
movements for the saccades (Yaramothu et al., 2021). Both populations contained healthy
participants and similar age ranges. Additionally, a decrease in number of movements for
vergence jumps is expressed in previous literature as well due to it being the slowest type
of eye movement (Robinson, 1968). The sustained values further validate healthy
participants do not experience fatigue in 60 second increments. In addition to no expression
of eye or head movement fatigue, COP fatigue was absent as well. The statistical
differences between trial one and trial two (p > 0.112), as well as the first 30 seconds and
the second 30 seconds (p > 0.13), have been calculated to be statistically insignificant.
When comparing the two control tests, eyes open and eyes closed, the effects of
both systems as well as isolating the vestibular system could be studied in their natural
states. While the eyes are closed, the body relies solely on the vestibular system. A slight
decrease in postural stability, in terms of distance, velocity and sway area was observed.
Several prior studies have also observed this phenomenon (Fitzgerald et al., 1994; Prieto
et al., 1996; Santos et al., 2008). The distances are statistically insignificant, however tables
3.3and 3.4 verify this trend is indeed present.

4.2 Study Limitations
This study did not account for the following postural stability inhibitors: substance
usage (drugs or alcohol), high or low blood pressure, medications, or extracurricular
activities, such as sports and hobbies. Furthermore, body structure and attributes were not
recorded. This study took place in a laboratory where other experiments occurred, so visual
or audio stimulations could have influenced the participants’ focus. The OMAT usage
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during horizontal saccades, vertical saccades, and vergence jumps were the only tests
where contact was made with the participants. Leaning into or away from the OMAT could
have occurred randomly throughout the experiments.

4.2 Future Outlook
The current findings have created a foundation for future research. This protocol
can be implemented on concussed individuals, which could then be compared to this
healthy data. By comparing the brain in two separate states, the overall disconnection
between the oculomotor and vestibular systems could be analyzed. Additionally, the
healing progression could be identified depending on the severity of the concussion. Aside
from concussed individuals, testing can be conducted on those who experience BPPV.
Perhaps similarities could be identified, or distinct differences will be present between
concussions and BPPV. In either case, these studies certainly will add to this area of
research.
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APPENDIX A
MATLAB CODE: MATHEMATICS FILE
% %Un-comment this to run this file without using the other file
% cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject 8\trial 1\apart')
% data = load('a_vvor.mat');
% data = data.a_vvor;
N = length(data.x1_COPx); %number of data points
T = 60; %seconds
%% Filter
Fs = 1000; %Hz
t = linspace(0,N/Fs,N); %time vector
cutoff = 3;
[b,a] = butter(6,cutoff/(Fs/2),'low');
data.x1_COPx = filtfilt(b,a,data.x1_COPx);
data.x2_COPx = filtfilt(b,a,data.x2_COPx);
data.x1_COPy = filtfilt(b,a,data.x1_COPy);
data.x2_COPy = filtfilt(b,a,data.x2_COPy);
data.x1_Fx = filtfilt(b,a,data.x1_Fx);
data.x1_Fy = filtfilt(b,a,data.x1_Fy);
data.x2_Fx = filtfilt(b,a,data.x2_Fx);
data.x2_Fy = filtfilt(b,a,data.x2_Fy);
%% RD
tic
fprintf("RD:
")
%resultant distance (RD)
Rx = data.x2_COPx-data.x1_COPx;
Ry = data.x2_COPy-data.x1_COPy;
RD = sqrt(Rx.^2+Ry.^2);
toc
%% DIST
tic
fprintf("Distance: ")
%Calculate mean distances
mean_distance = (1/N)*sum(RD); %m
sd_distance = 0;
toc
%% VEL
tic
fprintf("Velocity: ")
%Calculate mean velocity
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distance = 0;
for i = 1:N-1
distance(i) = sqrt((Rx(i+1) - Rx(i))^2 + (Ry(i+1) - Ry(i))^2);
slope(i) = (Ry(i+1) - Ry(i))/(Rx(i+1) - Rx(i));
if slope(i) > 20
slope(i) = 0;
elseif slope(i) < -20
slope(i) = 0;
end
end
total_distance = sum(distance); %m
avg_slope = sum(slope)/T;
mean_velocity = total_distance/T; %m/s
sd_velocity = 0;
toc
%% SWAY
tic
fprintf("Sway:
")
%Calculate Sway
sway = 0;
for i = 1:N-1
sway_area_sum(i) = abs(Rx(i+1)*Ry(i) - Rx(i)*Ry(i+1));
end
sway_area = (1/(2*T))*sum(sway_area_sum); %m^2/s
sd_sway_area = 0;
toc

%% Frequency x
%(c), 2022, Cassandra Martin, All Rights Reserved
%fft
Y = fft(data.x1_Fx - data.x2_Fx);
P2 = abs(Y/N);
P1_x = P2(1:N/2+1);
P1_x(2:end-1) = 2*P1_x(2:end-1);
freq_x = Fs*(0:(N/2))/N;
idx_x = find(freq_x>0.5);
[pks_x,locs_x] = findpeaks(P1_x(idx_x));
adjlocs_x = locs_x + idx_x(1)-1;

[peak_frequency_x_val,peak_frequency_x_loc] = max(pks_x);
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peak_frequency_x = freq_x(adjlocs_x(peak_frequency_x_loc));
%% Frequency y
%fft
Y = fft(data.x1_Fy - data.x2_Fy);
P2 = abs(Y/N);
P1 = P2(1:N/2+1);
P1(2:end-1) = 2*P1(2:end-1);
freq = Fs*(0:(N/2))/N;

idx_y = find(freq>0.5);
[pks_y,locs_y] = findpeaks(P1(idx_y));
adjlocs_y = locs_x + idx_y(1)-1;
[peak_frequency_y_val,peak_frequency_y_loc] = max(pks_y);
peak_frequency_y = freq(adjlocs_y(peak_frequency_y_loc));
% %% Freq. Plot
% figure(1)
% plot(freq_x,P1_x,'r')%x direction
% hold on
% plot(freq,P1,'b') %y direction
% grid on
% legend('Anterior/Posterior','Medial/Lateral');
% xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
% ylabel('Power Spectrum Intensity');
% title('Frequency Spectrum');
% xlim([0 3])
% ylim([0 6])
% hold off
% %% COP Plot
% Rx = data.x2_COPx-data.x1_COPx;
% Ry = data.x2_COPy-data.x1_COPy;
% RD = sqrt(Rx.^2+Ry.^2);
% figure(2)
% plot(Rx,Ry,'b');
% grid on
% xlabel('Medial/Lateral (m)');
% ylabel('Anterior/Posterior (m)');
% title('Trajectory of COP');
% xlim([-0.065 -0.035])
% ylim([-0.042 0.02])
% (c), 2022, Cassandra Martin, All Rights Reserved
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%%
subjects = [mean_distance sd_distance mean_velocity sd_velocity sway_area
sd_sway_area peak_frequency_x peak_frequency_y];
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APPENDIX B
MATLAB CODE: ALL PARTICIPANTS TOTAL TIME
clc;
clear all;
close all;
tic
%% Closing Excel
try
Excel = actxGetRunningServer('Excel.Application');
Excel.Quit;
catch
end
%%
n_folder = 29;
%% Eyes Open, Feet Apart, Trial 1
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Eyes Open Feet Apart 1\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 1;
feetPosition = ['apart'];
movementType = ['a_eo'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('a_eo.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.a_eo;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
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writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',1,'Range','B3:I32')
%% Eyes Open, Feet Apart, Trial 2
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Eyes Open Feet Apart 2\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 2;
feetPosition = ['apart'];
movementType = ['a_eo'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('a_eo.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.a_eo;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',1,'Range','P3:W32')
%% Eyes Open, Feet Together, Trial 1
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Eyes Open Feet Together 1\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 1;
feetPosition = ['together'];
movementType = ['t_eo'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('t_eo.mat');
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if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.t_eo;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',1,'Range','B43:I72')
%% Eyes Open, Feet Together, Trial 2
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Eyes Open Feet Together 2\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 2;
feetPosition = ['together'];
movementType = ['t_eo'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('t_eo.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.t_eo;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
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A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',1,'Range','P43:W72')
%% Eyes Closed, Feet Apart, Trial 1
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Eyes closed Feet apart 1\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 1;
feetPosition = ['apart'];
movementType = ['a_ec'];
%(c), 2022, Cassandra Martin, All Rights Reserved
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('a_ec.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.a_ec;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',2,'Range','B3:I32')
%% Eyes Closed, Feet Apart, Trial 2
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Eyes closed Feet apart 2\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 2;
feetPosition = ['apart'];
movementType = ['a_ec'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
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num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('a_ec.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.a_ec;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',2,'Range','P3:W32')
%% Eyes Closed, Feet Together, Trial 1
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Eyes closed Feet together 1\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 1;
feetPosition = ['together'];
movementType = ['t_ec'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('t_ec.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.t_ec;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
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%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',2,'Range','B43:I72')
%% Eyes Closed, Feet Together, Trial 2
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Eyes closed Feet together 2\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 2;
feetPosition = ['together'];
movementType = ['t_ec'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('t_ec.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.t_ec;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',2,'Range','P43:W72')
%% Horizontal Saccades, Feet Apart, Trial 1
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Horizontal Saccades, Feet Apart 1\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 1;
feetPosition = ['apart'];
movementType = ['a_hs'];
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cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('a_hs.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.a_hs;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',3,'Range','B3:I32')
%% Horizontal Saccades, Feet Apart, Trial 2
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Horizontal Saccades, Feet Apart 2\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 2;
feetPosition = ['apart'];
movementType = ['a_hs'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('a_hs.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.a_hs;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
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run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',3,'Range','P3:W32')
%% Horizontal Saccades, Feet Together, Trial 1
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Horizontal Saccades, Feet Together 1\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 1;
feetPosition = ['together'];
movementType = ['t_hs'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('t_hs.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.t_hs;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',3,'Range','B43:I72')
%% Horizontal Saccades, Feet Together, Trial 2
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Horizontal Saccades, Feet Together 2\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
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trialType = 2;
feetPosition = ['together'];
movementType = ['t_hs'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('t_hs.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.t_hs;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',3,'Range','P43:W72')
%% Vertical Saccades, Feet Apart, Trial 1
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Vertical Saccades, Feet Apart 1\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 1;
feetPosition = ['apart'];
movementType = ['a_vs'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('a_vs.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.a_vs;
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addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',4,'Range','B3:I32')
%% Vertical Saccades, Feet Apart, Trial 2
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Vertical Saccades, Feet Apart 2\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 2;
feetPosition = ['apart'];
movementType = ['a_vs'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('a_vs.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.a_vs;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',4,'Range','P3:W32')
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%% Vertical Saccades, Feet Together, Trial 1
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Vertical Saccades, Feet Together 1\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 1;
feetPosition = ['together'];
movementType = ['t_vs'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('t_vs.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.t_vs;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder) %(c), 2022,
Cassandra Martin, All Rights Reserved
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',4,'Range','B43:I72')
%% Vertical Saccades, Feet Together, Trial 2
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Vertical Saccades, Feet Together 2\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 2;
feetPosition = ['together'];
movementType = ['t_vs'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('t_vs.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
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else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.t_vs;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',4,'Range','P43:W72')
%% Vergence Jumps, Feet Apart, Trial 1
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Vergence Jumps, Feet Apart 1\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 1;
feetPosition = ['apart'];
movementType = ['a_vj'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('a_vj.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.a_vj;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',5,'Range','B3:I32')
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%% Vergence Jumps, Feet Apart, Trial 2
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Vergence Jumps, Feet Apart 2\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 2;
feetPosition = ['apart'];
movementType = ['a_vj'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('a_vj.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.a_vj;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',5,'Range','P3:W32')
%% Vergence Jumps, Feet Together, Trial 1
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Vergence Jumps, Feet Together 1\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 1;
feetPosition = ['together'];
movementType = ['t_vj'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('t_vj.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
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else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.t_vj;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',5,'Range','B43:I72')
%% Vergence Jumps, Feet Together, Trial 2
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Vergence Jumps, Feet Together 2\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 2;
feetPosition = ['together'];
movementType = ['t_vj'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('t_vj.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.t_vj;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',5,'Range','P43:W72')
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%% Horizontal VOR, Feet Apart, Trial 1
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Horizontal VOR, Feet Apart 1\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 1;
feetPosition = ['apart'];
movementType = ['a_hvor'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('a_hvor.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.a_hvor;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',6,'Range','B3:I32')
%% Horizontal VOR, Feet Apart, Trial 2
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Horizontal VOR, Feet Apart 2\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 2;
feetPosition = ['apart'];
movementType = ['a_hvor'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('a_hvor.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
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continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.a_hvor;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',6,'Range','P3:W32')
%% Horizontal VOR, Feet Together, Trial 1
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Horizontal VOR, Feet Together 1\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 1;
feetPosition = ['together'];
movementType = ['t_hvor'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('t_hvor.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.t_hvor;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',6,'Range','B43:I72')
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%% Horizontal VOR, Feet Together, Trial 2
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Horizontal VOR, Feet Together 2\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 2;
feetPosition = ['together'];
movementType = ['t_hvor'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('t_hvor.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.t_hvor;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',6,'Range','P43:W72')
%% Vertical VOR, Feet Apart, Trial 1
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Vertical VOR, Feet Apart 1\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 1;
feetPosition = ['apart'];
movementType = ['a_vvor'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('a_vvor.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
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continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.a_vvor;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',7,'Range','B3:I32')
%% Vertical VOR, Feet Apart, Trial 2
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Vertical VOR, Feet Apart 2\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 2;
feetPosition = ['apart'];
movementType = ['a_vvor'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('a_vvor.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.a_vvor;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',7,'Range','P3:W32')
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%% Vertical VOR, Feet Together, Trial 1
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Vertical VOR, Feet Together 1\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 1;
feetPosition = ['together'];
movementType = ['t_vvor'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('t_vvor.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.t_vvor;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',7,'Range','B43:I72')
%% Vertical VOR, Feet Together, Trial 2
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Vertical VOR, Feet Together 2\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 2;
feetPosition = ['together'];
movementType = ['t_vvor'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('t_vvor.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
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continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.t_vvor;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_File')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',7,'Range','P43:W72')
%% Horizontal VOR, Feet Apart, Trial 1 First 30
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Horizontal VOR, Feet Apart, Trial 1 First 30 1\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 1;
feetPosition = ['apart'];
movementType = ['a_hvor'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('a_hvor.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.a_hvor;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_first_30')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',6,'Range','AE3:AL32')
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%% Horizontal VOR, Feet Apart, Trial 2 First 30
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Horizontal VOR, Feet Apart, Trial 2 First 30 \n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 2;
feetPosition = ['apart'];
movementType = ['a_hvor'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('a_hvor.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.a_hvor;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_first_30')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',6,'Range','AS3:AZ32')
%% Horizontal VOR, Feet Together, Trial 1 First 30
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Horizontal VOR, Feet Together, Trial 1 First 30 \n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 1;
feetPosition = ['together'];
movementType = ['t_hvor'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('t_hvor.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
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else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.t_hvor;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_first_30')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',6,'Range','AE43:AL72')
%% Horizontal VOR, Feet Together, Trial 2 First 30
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Horizontal VOR, Feet Together, Trial 2 First 30\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 2;
feetPosition = ['together'];
movementType = ['t_hvor'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('t_hvor.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.t_hvor;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_first_30')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',6,'Range','AS43:AZ72')
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%% Horizontal VOR, Feet Apart, Trial 1 second 30
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Horizontal VOR, Feet Apart 1 second 30\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 1;
feetPosition = ['apart'];
movementType = ['a_hvor'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('a_hvor.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.a_hvor;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_second_30')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',6,'Range','BG3:BN32')
%% Horizontal VOR, Feet Apart, Trial 2 second 30
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Horizontal VOR, Feet Apart, Trial 2 second 30\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 2;
feetPosition = ['apart'];
movementType = ['a_hvor'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('a_hvor.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
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else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.a_hvor;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_second_30')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',6,'Range','BU3:CB32')
%% Horizontal VOR, Feet Together, Trial 1 second 30
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Horizontal VOR, Feet Together, Trial 1 second 30\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 1;
feetPosition = ['together'];
movementType = ['t_hvor'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('t_hvor.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.t_hvor;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_second_30')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data %(c), 2022, Cassandra Martin, All Rights Reserved
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
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writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',6,'Range','BG43:BN72')
%% Horizontal VOR, Feet Together, Trial 2 second 30
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing Horizontal VOR, Feet Together, Trial 2 second 30\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 2;
feetPosition = ['together'];
movementType = ['t_hvor'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('t_hvor.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.t_hvor;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_second_30')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',6,'Range','BU43:CB72')
%% vertical VOR, Feet Apart, Trial 1 First 30
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing vertical VOR, Feet Apart, Trial 1 First 30\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 1;
feetPosition = ['apart'];
movementType = ['a_vvor'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('a_vvor.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
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else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.a_vvor;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_first_30')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',7,'Range','AE3:AL32')
%% vertical VOR, Feet Apart, Trial 2 First 30
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing vertical VOR, Feet Apart, Trial 2 First 30\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 2;
feetPosition = ['apart'];
movementType = ['a_vvor'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('a_vvor.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.a_vvor;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_first_30')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
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writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',7,'Range','AS3:AZ32')
%% vertical VOR, Feet Together, Trial 1 First 30
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing vertical VOR, Feet Together 1\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 1;
feetPosition = ['together'];
movementType = ['t_vvor'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('t_vvor.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.t_vvor;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_first_30')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',7,'Range','AE43:AL72')
%% vertical VOR, Feet Together, Trial 2 First 30
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing vertical VOR, Feet Together, Trial 2 First 30\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 2;
feetPosition = ['together'];
movementType = ['t_vvor'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('t_vvor.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
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else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.t_vvor;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_first_30')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',7,'Range','AS43:AZ72')
%% vertical VOR, Feet Apart, Trial 1 second 30
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing vertical VOR, Feet Apart, Trial 1 second 30\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 1;
feetPosition = ['apart'];
movementType = ['a_vvor'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('a_vvor.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.a_vvor;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_second_30')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
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writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',7,'Range','BG3:BN32')
%% vertical VOR, Feet Apart, Trial 2 second 30
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing vertical VOR, Feet Apart, Trial 2 second 30\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 2;
feetPosition = ['apart'];
movementType = ['a_vvor'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('a_vvor.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.a_vvor;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder) %(c), 2022,
Cassandra Martin, All Rights Reserved
run('Master_second_30')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',7,'Range','BU3:CB32')
%% vertical VOR, Feet Together, Trial 1 second 30
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing vertical VOR, Feet Together, Trial 1 second 30\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 1;
feetPosition = ['together'];
movementType = ['t_vvor'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('t_vvor.mat');
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if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.t_vvor;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_second_30')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',7,'Range','BG43:BN72')
%% vertical VOR, Feet Together, Trial 2 second 30
A = [];
fprintf("Now Processing vertical VOR, Feet Together, Trial 2 second 30\n")
for subjectNumber = 1:n_folder %loop over subjects
trialType = 2;
feetPosition = ['together'];
movementType = ['t_vvor'];
cd(['C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis\Participant Data\Subject ',...
num2str(subjectNumber),'\trial ',num2str(trialType),'\',num2str(feetPosition)])
matFileName = sprintf('t_vvor.mat');
if isfile(matFileName)
data = load(matFileName);
else
continue; % Skip this file but continue with loop
end
data = data.t_vvor;
addpath('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
savepath
fprintf("Processing %d/%d subjects\n",subjectNumber,n_folder)
run('Master_second_30')
%Creating matrix A to send to excel
A(subjectNumber,:)= subjects; %8 columns 30 rows
A = [A; subjects-subjects]; %subtract subjects to get 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 in the last row for
the last subject's repeated data
end
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cd('C:\Users\cassi\Documents\1 NJIT\Thesis')
writematrix(A,'Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx','Sheet',7,'Range','BU43:CB72')
%}
toc
%% Opening Excel
winopen('Matlab to Excel Subject Data.xlsx')
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APPENDIX C
MATLAB CODE: ALL PARTICIPANTS FIRST 30S
N = length(data.x1_COPx); %number of data points
N = N/2;
T = 30; %seconds
%% Filter
Fs = 1000; %Hz
t = linspace(0,N/Fs,N); %time vector
cutoff = 3;
[b,a] = butter(6,cutoff/(Fs/2),'low');
data.x1_COPx = filtfilt(b,a,data.x1_COPx);
data.x2_COPx = filtfilt(b,a,data.x2_COPx);
data.x1_COPy = filtfilt(b,a,data.x1_COPy);
data.x2_COPy = filtfilt(b,a,data.x2_COPy);
data.x1_Fx = filtfilt(b,a,data.x1_Fx);
data.x1_Fy = filtfilt(b,a,data.x1_Fy);
data.x2_Fx = filtfilt(b,a,data.x2_Fx);
data.x2_Fy = filtfilt(b,a,data.x2_Fy);
%% Naming
%First 30s
first_x1_COPx = data.x1_COPx(1:round(end/2));
first_x2_COPx = data.x2_COPx(1:round(end/2));
first_x1_COPy = data.x1_COPy(1:round(end/2));
first_x2_COPy = data.x2_COPy(1:round(end/2));
first_x1_Fx = data.x1_Fx(1:round(end/2));
first_x1_Fy = data.x1_Fy(1:round(end/2));
first_x2_Fx = data.x2_Fx(1:round(end/2));
first_x2_Fy = data.x2_Fy(1:round(end/2));
%% RD
tic
fprintf("RD:
")
%resultant distance (RD)
Rx = first_x2_COPx-first_x1_COPx;
Ry = first_x2_COPy-first_x1_COPy;
RD = sqrt(Rx.^2+Ry.^2);
toc
%% DIST
tic
fprintf("Distance: ")
%Calculate mean distances
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mean_distance = (1/N)*sum(RD); %m
sd_distance = 0;
toc
%% VEL
tic
fprintf("Velocity: ")
%Calculate mean velocity
distance = 0;
for i = 1:N-1
distance(i) = sqrt((Rx(i+1) - Rx(i))^2 + (Ry(i+1) - Ry(i))^2);
slope(i) = (Ry(i+1) - Ry(i))/(Rx(i+1) - Rx(i));
if slope(i) > 20
slope(i) = 0;
elseif slope(i) < -20
slope(i) = 0;
end
end
total_distance = sum(distance); %m
avg_slope = sum(slope)/T;
mean_velocity = total_distance/T; %m/s
sd_velocity = 0;
toc
%(c), 2022, Cassandra Martin, All Rights Reserved
%% SWAY
tic
fprintf("Sway:
")
%Calculate Sway
sway = 0;
for i = 1:N-1
sway_area_sum(i) = abs(Rx(i+1)*Ry(i) - Rx(i)*Ry(i+1));
end
sway_area = (1/(2*T))*sum(sway_area_sum); %m^2/s
sd_sway_area = 0;
toc
%% Frequency x
%fft
Y = fft(first_x1_Fx - first_x2_Fx);
P2 = abs(Y/N);
P1_x = P2(1:N/2+1);
P1_x(2:end-1) = 2*P1_x(2:end-1);
freq_x = Fs*(0:(N/2))/N;
idx_x = find(freq_x>0.5);
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[pks_x,locs_x] = findpeaks(P1_x(idx_x));
adjlocs_x = locs_x + idx_x(1)-1;

[peak_frequency_x_val,peak_frequency_x_loc] = max(pks_x);
peak_frequency_x = freq_x(adjlocs_x(peak_frequency_x_loc));
%% Frequency y
%fft
Y = fft(first_x1_Fy - first_x2_Fy);
P2 = abs(Y/N);
P1 = P2(1:N/2+1);
P1(2:end-1) = 2*P1(2:end-1);
freq = Fs*(0:(N/2))/N;

idx_y = find(freq>0.5);
[pks_y,locs_y] = findpeaks(P1(idx_y));
adjlocs_y = locs_x + idx_y(1)-1;

[peak_frequency_y_val,peak_frequency_y_loc] = max(pks_y);
peak_frequency_y = freq(adjlocs_y(peak_frequency_y_loc));
%%
subjects = [mean_distance sd_distance mean_velocity sd_velocity sway_area
sd_sway_area peak_frequency_x peak_frequency_y];
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APPENDIX D
MATLAB CODE: ALL PARTICIPANTS SECOND 30S
N = length(data.x1_COPx); %number of data points
N = N/2;
T = 30; %seconds
%% Filter
Fs = 1000; %Hz
t = linspace(0,N/Fs,N); %time vector
cutoff = 3;
[b,a] = butter(6,cutoff/(Fs/2),'low');
data.x1_COPx = filtfilt(b,a,data.x1_COPx);
data.x2_COPx = filtfilt(b,a,data.x2_COPx);
data.x1_COPy = filtfilt(b,a,data.x1_COPy);
data.x2_COPy = filtfilt(b,a,data.x2_COPy);
data.x1_Fx = filtfilt(b,a,data.x1_Fx);
data.x1_Fy = filtfilt(b,a,data.x1_Fy);
data.x2_Fx = filtfilt(b,a,data.x2_Fx);
data.x2_Fy = filtfilt(b,a,data.x2_Fy);
%% Naming
%Second 30s
second_x1_COPx = data.x1_COPx(round(end/2):end);
second_x2_COPx = data.x2_COPx(round(end/2):end);
second_x1_COPy = data.x1_COPy(round(end/2):end);
second_x2_COPy = data.x2_COPy(round(end/2):end);
second_x1_Fx = data.x1_Fx(round(end/2):end);
second_x1_Fy = data.x1_Fy(round(end/2):end);
second_x2_Fx = data.x2_Fx(round(end/2):end);
second_x2_Fy = data.x2_Fy(round(end/2):end);
%% RD
tic
fprintf("RD:
")
%resultant distance (RD)
Rx = second_x2_COPx-second_x1_COPx;
Ry = second_x2_COPy-second_x1_COPy;
RD = sqrt(Rx.^2+Ry.^2);
toc
%% DIST
tic
fprintf("Distance: ")
%Calculate mean distances
mean_distance = (1/N)*sum(RD); %m
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sd_distance = 0;
toc
%% VEL
tic
fprintf("Velocity: ")
%Calculate mean velocity
distance = 0;
for i = 1:N-1
distance(i) = sqrt((Rx(i+1) - Rx(i))^2 + (Ry(i+1) - Ry(i))^2);
slope(i) = (Ry(i+1) - Ry(i))/(Rx(i+1) - Rx(i));
if slope(i) > 20
slope(i) = 0;
elseif slope(i) < -20
slope(i) = 0;
end
end
total_distance = sum(distance); %m
avg_slope = sum(slope)/T;
mean_velocity = total_distance/T; %m/s
sd_velocity = 0;
toc
%% SWAY
tic
fprintf("Sway:
")
%Calculate Sway
sway = 0;
for i = 1:N-1
sway_area_sum(i) = abs(Rx(i+1)*Ry(i) - Rx(i)*Ry(i+1));
end
sway_area = (1/(2*T))*sum(sway_area_sum); %m^2/s
sd_sway_area = 0;
toc
%% Frequency x
%fft
Y = fft(second_x1_Fx - second_x2_Fx);
P2 = abs(Y/N);
P1_x = P2(1:N/2+1);
P1_x(2:end-1) = 2*P1_x(2:end-1);
freq_x = Fs*(0:(N/2))/N;
idx_x = find(freq_x>0.5);
[pks_x,locs_x] = findpeaks(P1_x(idx_x));
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adjlocs_x = locs_x + idx_x(1)-1;

[peak_frequency_x_val,peak_frequency_x_loc] = max(pks_x);
peak_frequency_x = freq_x(adjlocs_x(peak_frequency_x_loc));
%% Frequency y
%fft
Y = fft(second_x1_Fy - second_x2_Fy);
P2 = abs(Y/N);
P1 = P2(1:N/2+1);
P1(2:end-1) = 2*P1(2:end-1);
freq = Fs*(0:(N/2))/N;
%(c), 2022, Cassandra Martin, All Rights Reserved
idx_y = find(freq>0.5);
[pks_y,locs_y] = findpeaks(P1(idx_y));
adjlocs_y = locs_x + idx_y(1)-1;

[peak_frequency_y_val,peak_frequency_y_loc] = max(pks_y);
peak_frequency_y = freq(adjlocs_y(peak_frequency_y_loc));
%%
subjects = [mean_distance sd_distance mean_velocity sd_velocity sway_area
sd_sway_area peak_frequency_x peak_frequency_y];
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